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Introduction 
 
So how is development going? 
 
Having learned a lot from last year’s project we have established since the beginning a very                
careful plan about which tasks will be done by whom and when in order to not stumble if any                   
unexpected problems appear. We completely changed the order of the tasks a few days              
later anyways. This is not a setback just a way that makes us feel more comfortable when it                  
comes to meeting our goals. An example would be that the person that was working the UI                 
got good at it and decided to delay his other tasks a little bit to reach the best possible result                    
early on. But to be fair, everything has been going according to a loose plan and we are                  
more than satisfied with what we have achieved so far. Let us take you through a brief                 
explanation of what we have achieved until now. 
 
 

Current state of the game 
 
The way we went about developing our game until now was based on working very closely                
to each other in order to discuss and figure out the direction we want to go. Now though the                   
basic elements of our project as well as the first level are complete. This means that from                 
now on, since we all know what we have to do and how to achieve it everyone is going to let                     
the inner artist in them free and create more content, extra visual effects, levels and skills to                 
make our game feel more complete. Of course during that we will always consult each other                
and try to polish every element we can. 
Development can be split up on 3-4 major categories :  
 
User Interface:  

● Menu: For the Menu almost everything is done. Our user can already view the              
current high scores, choose through a variety of skills that are dynamically            
generated (so we can drag and drop more if we want) , choose the level he                
wants to play as well as deciding on which song will be playing. Until now the                
user can import a single or multiple tracks from his library and create a playlist               
or import a song from the web. The only remaining task regarding the menu is               
to make it able to the player to use a track via a youtube link. 

● In Game: Regarding the in game UI we are also finished. Our player has a               
health bar of 10 points, as well as slots for four skills that he has to choose in                  
the beginning of the game. Enemies and the boss also have their health             
represented by small round circles. Additionally when the game starts you get            
a small logo accompanied by the song’s name and when you died you get              
another message.  

 



 
 
 

 
 
Character: Our hero unity chan is also ready! We created a 3rd person character controller               
for her that takes care of her movement as well as any other interaction she has with the                  
environment. The model is rigged and has a series of animation of standing still, running in                
all directions, jumping, landing, casting spells and three different melee hits animations that             
create a combo. The only thing that is left to do for Unity chan is different outfits based on                   
the level that is currently loaded. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fighting system: The fighting system is on the desired target, but because we reached it               
sooner than we expected we want to enrich it with a slightly bigger skill variety. For the                 
moment we can split it into two categories : 

● Melee: We gave our hero a heavy sword named “The Debasser”, and with that she               
can land three melee attacks with different animations and strength. Every           
consecutive hit she will land onto an enemy will do the same damage but trigger a                
different animation and also push the enemy further back. 

● Spells: We also implemented the four spells we used in the prototype because they              
very balanced and added a great deal of strategic thinking and planning into the              
game. 
Justo to go over them again :  

 
-Wave: Every enemy in front of our player will receive 1 damage 



 
 
 

-Ice age: Every enemy around the player will get slowed down by 70% 
-Blink: The player can teleport in a short distance 
-Zeus’s wrath: Every enemy gets 1 damage. 

 
 

Music System: We also implemented the biggest part of our sound analyzer. Every frame              
our system tracks down the values from 0 to 1 of different audio spectrums : 

● Sub Bass 
● Bass 
● low/mid/high mids 
● Complete mid spectrum 
● Complete bass spectrum 

 
We can dynamically specify any range we want but the above simply work best with most                
songs. Then those values can be pulled by any other script and help it define its behavior at                  
the given frame. Changes were later also made to not give exactly real time values but lerp                 
between them to smooth them out and provide better visual results. 
 
Levels : As far as levels go the Rock/Metal scene is complete and now we are working on                  
implementing the concepts we had of our other levels. 
 

Rock/Metal Level 

 
Our first level is almost complete and from now on only requires some polishing. This arena                
is placed on a remote and almost deserted planet resembling the surface of Mars. It is red ,                  
windy, full of dust and rocks and ruled by an evil monster named “Minotaur”. 
 
Visual Effects : This level includes 4 different kinds of visual effects that will react to the                 
user’s music :  

● A set of lights that look like stage lights. The red ones will react to the high mids                  
whereas the orange ones to low and mid mids. There are also a set of panels with                 
white light that react to the bass. 

● A set of red cubes that change their height depending on which part of the music                
spectrum they were assigned to. 

● The whole terrain is made of cubes that get randomly assigned to different parts of               
the audio spectrum and then light up if they overpower all the other ones. 

● Every time there is a strong bass kick a wave will travel from the center of the arena                  
to the walls and cause the cubes to rise up and slow down/damage the player. 

 



 
 
 

 
 
Enemies : The normal enemies of this level are medium sized astral spheres that are made                
of a strange red glowing light. Attached to their bodies they have small fireballs that keep                
rotating around them and when they sense flesh they quickly expand their rotation path to hit                
the player. Those spawn according to the bass beat with a cooldown that is dictated by the                 
difficulty the player chose. 
 
Boss : As mentioned above the arena has a final boss called “Minotaur” which appears a                
little bit after the middle of the song’s length. It does not move but sits in the fountain in the                    
center of the arena and casts different spells based on how many health it has left. Our                 
player has to avoid getting hit by them while damaging the boss at the same one :  

-Attack 1 : A cross of fire appears and rotates around the boss, the player has to either                   
continuously move at the same pace as the boss or try to jump every time a fire column gets                   
near him 

-Attack 2 : Random explosions with a 0.5 second delay spawn at random around the map,                 
the player has to avoid them and damage the boss at the same time. 
   -Attack 3 : The above two combined. 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Jazz Level 

 
Mose Allison, one of the famous jazz and blues singer noted that the essentials of Jazz                
music are: melodic improvisation, melodic invention, swing & instrumental personality. When           
the music changes, so does the dance. Based on those “guidelines” and artistically inspired              
by the notorious jazz nightclubs of America in the decades of 50’s and 60’s in combination                
with a modern gothic but rather “decayed” flavor, the “Jazz Arena” was created.  
According to the basic gameplay, the input of the user in this case is a jazz song or playlist.                   
After choosing his skills and having in mind the nature of this genre of music, our main                 
character, Unity Chan is transferred in a more artistic and noir arena. The battle for survival                
has began for one more time. But in this case, an environment that unfolds from the worst                 
music nightmares is here to make this battle one that she will never forget.  
In this case, the arena is transformed to a small nightclubs area with different buildings that                
the player can enter and use for his/her cover or maybe discover some boosts inside. In one                 
of the buildings the atmosphere inside it's similar to a jazz club, even with the orchestra                
inside. Of course, the enemies are following this artistic creation and they are waiter or               
waitresses but not in a very sane condition. They will do everything to make sure that the                 
player will not survive the track. Afterwards, as it follows, there is a big final boss that in this                   
arena borrows the form of Joker and coordinates all attacks against the player. Of course the                
form and animations of Joker fits the whole dark environment and awaits the player              
underneath a big metal statue with his form. To make this scene more authentic, Harley               
Quinn is monitoring the area and shoots from distance the player on particular moments.              
And all this to the restricted area of the arena! 
 
Enemies : The enemies of this level are waitresses in a human or a more decayed form as                  
zombies. They use all kind of weapons like knives, guns or even their disks and will make                 
everything to damage the player. Because they are barely … alive their AI cannot be               
described as extremely high but they do spawn according to the jazz beats with also a                
cooldown that is relevant to the difficulty of the level that the player choose.  

 
Boss : In this level, the boss should have a dark and            
alternative vibe as jazz music is, so this one is The Joker! It             
is appearing also after the middle of the song, in the middle            
of the arena, underneath a huge shrine which has his form           
and is not a very easy opponent. He uses some specific           
attacks to differentiate him from the basic enemies.  

1. He uses a laser gun that has high precision and          
causes a lot damage to the player. 

2. He summons Harley Quinn that stands on a higher         
point and shoots the player.  

3. Laughing Gas: The Joker tosses a laughing can full         
of green gas at the player on the high beats of the jazz             
song.  

 
 



 
 
 

Moreover, concerning the visual effects used in this jazz arena, except the incoming             
enemies on particular times which will happen in a slower pace compared to pop or rock                
one, there are some specific ones used here. As it was mentioned, inside the area there is a                  
neighbourhood like set-up so underneath the streets there are sewers. Those will exhale             
smoke in the beats of the song and damage the player or the enemies. Also, Harley Quinn                 
will monitor the area and shoots laser shots against the player so particles are gonna be                
used to make this possible. Except that, the basic enemies will appear from a spot in the                 
ground like they came from the underground. And of course, the rest of the lights in the area                  
will enhance this experience and make it more dark and ambient.  
 
Visual Effects : In this level the visual effects play a crucial role on setting up the                 
environment but also affecting the actual gameplay, as well. Lights, smokes, nights clubs             
and darkness are setting a very jazzy atmosphere that enhances the game experience.             
Mentioning the basic ones that would be:  

● The sewers that are put all around the arena are emitting smoke on specific beats of                
the song causing damage to either the player or the enemies that standing on top of                
them. 

● Colourful lights exist in the area as everything happens at night and can change              
colors according to music beats. 

● There is a wave of air spheres that distort the sight every 2 minutes and last for 15                  
seconds that makes players survival even worse as it affects negatively the moving             
of the player. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Popsicle Arena 
Arena & Visual Effects: Popsicle arena is the third arena in the game. It will be bright and                  
flashy with lots of different visual effects. The arena itself is colored in bright colors. Some                
parts of the environment will have a rainbow visualizer that corresponds to and changes              
color according to music beats. 

 
For this arena, we assume the best-suited music is Dance pop: the up-tempo music with the                
emphasis on fast-paced beats, prominent hooks and build up for the chorus (often with bass               
drops). The examples that we consider for testing purposes include songs like “Lean on”,              
“Animals”, “Shotgun” and other popular dance songs from various performers (David Guetta,            
Major Lazer, Yellow Claw, Martin Garrix, etc.). In addition, many pop songs’ remixes for              
dancing/clubbing suit for the Popsicle arena. At this stage, we do not consider slow tempo               
pop music (Adele-like ballads, etc.). It might be adapted later on, but not in the plans for now                  
since we want our Popsicle arena to have highly dynamic and fast paced gameplay.  

 
There will be pillars in the arena and the player has to double jump on them (the 3rd ability                   
instead of blink). There the player can sometimes find health kits that give 3-4 health points                
upon collection or coins that give extra points. 



 
 
 

  
The whole arena will be very illuminated. We are putting many appealing visual effects using               
particle system in Unity. All of them will correspond to music: 

● Projector lights on top of the arena that will switch on and off corresponding to a sub                 
bass. 

● Smoke and fire effects 
● Fireworks shooting corresponding to bass (drops) 
● Color visualizers in the environment corresponding to different audio spectrum. 

 
Enemies: 
There will be some dead creatures (skeletons, models might change) summoned by the             
monster boss. They will have melee weapons to attack the player. Corresponding to specific              
audio spectrum (bass, beats) at some moments enemies will gain extra speed. During bass              
drops, the main character’s weapon, “Debasser” will deal extra damage (critical strikes). 
The player can jump on pillars as safe points, but that way he wastes time and points he                  
could collect instead by fighting the enemies. 
 
Boss: 
The enemy boss will appear a little bit after the middle of the music track. 
1. Enemy monster boss will be able to throw big stones at the player. They will be thrown                  
from a distance so the player will have time to avoid them by jumping/moving away. If the                 
player stands too close to the boss, the stone will hit and deal damage to the character. 
2. Enemy casts a spell that turns the entire floor to lava that burns one health point per                  
second. The player will have time to jump onto a pillar where the character will be safe. 
3. The above actions will have a cast delay so that the player will have time to respond.                  
Right after the spell/action, there will be a short cooldown time during which the player will                
be able to attack the enemy boss and get points. If the player manages to kill the boss                  
before the song ends, he gets extra bonus points. 
Depending on the difficulty, enemy creatures will or will not spawn during the boss fight. This                
way the player can choose whether to concentrate on the boss, or make the game harder                
and fight both at the same time. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Overview 

 
Overall development until now has been going pretty smooth. Yes we rearranged the             
completion of some tasks but this only happened for us to feel comfortable and produce a                
better looking game. We already have reached our desired target in most categories and              
from now own forward we will polish the elements we have already created and try to reach                 
our high goals. We also plan on building a stable version of the game and distributing it                 
among friends to get an early idea of how other people like it and what we can change in                   
order to improve it. Below we will provide an overview of the tasks we laid a month ago and                   
show you the current state of our project. 
 
Completed - Developing - Discarded 
 
Functional Minimum Your Low Target Your Desired Target Your High Target Your Extras 

Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music 

Single track uploading Upload multiple tracks Create playlists Web Radio stream Youtube video stream 

Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI 

Simple enemies 
Enemies with 
animations Enemies with abilities Boss Fights 

Boss fights with mini 
events 

Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 

Rock/Metal Level 
Electronic Dance Music 
Level Pop Music Level 

Level to host all other 
music genres Bonus Mini Game 

Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects 

Lights  Volumetric Lights 
Advanced Light 
behavior Dynamic Particle Effects Terrain manipulation 

Materials Camera effects Shader Effects Water/Fire elements  

System System System System System 

Get the intensity of the 
sound 

Get intensity of specific 
frequencies 

Make our system 
interpolate between 
values for better visual 
results 

Make levels react to 
different presets based 
on the songs category 

Use machine learning 
in order to categorize 
songs 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Humanoid character 
with running animations 

Add some fighting 
animations 

Add spells & skills 
animations 

Create different outfits 
for the player to choose Add more characters 

UI UI UI UI UI 

Add a simple menu 
Allow user to choose 
skills ,songs & levels 

Health bars & skill 
cooldowns Highscore tables 

Online highscore 
tables 

Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism 

Simple melee hits Combo moves Variety of spells   

 
 
 


